Over the Weekend — Streaking Takes Off

Argonaut art group had made plans for a retaliatory attack. The best and most appealing facet of the "new wave" was a group of young and talented writers from the University of Idaho who decided to go against the establishment. The result was a successful and creative protest against the administration and the traditional values of the university.

The University of Idaho has never been a place where creativity could thrive, but this weekend's events prove to be an exception. Students at the university have been preparing for a weekend of activism and rebellion, hoping to make their voices heard and stand up against the establishment. The weekend started with a protest march through the campus, where students chanted phrases like "We are the future!" and "Free speech!". The march was peaceful but loud, and it drew a large crowd of supporters.

The next day, students took to the streets in downtown Moscow, holding signs and shouting slogans. The atmosphere was electric, with people of all ages and backgrounds coming together to demand change. As the day progressed, the protest grew更大，with people marching through the downtown area and blocking traffic for hours.

The following day, students took to the streets again, this time in the city of Moscow. The local police were on high alert, but the students remained undeterred. They continued to march and chant, demanding their voices be heard. The Police station, which looks like it is an ordinary building on the outside, was actually the site of a protest. A group of students gathered outside the police station, chanting and holding signs. The police attempted to clear the area, but the students refused to leave. The situation escalated quickly, and a physical altercation broke out.

In the end, the weekend of rebellious activity was a success. The students made their voices heard and stood up against the establishment. The weekend proved that creativity and rebellion can thrive in places where it is not traditionally welcomed. The students of the University of Idaho are an inspiration to us all.
Imagine for a moment that everything in today's world has gone sour — there is an energy crisis, corruption in government at all levels, oppression of minority groups, poverty, and despair of the spirit throughout the country. What would you, as an intelligent student and potential leader of tomorrow, propose as a solution?

(Three words or less)__________________________

Living proof that college education guarantees a good job:
a. Mike Kice
b. John Owen
c. Dennis Erickson
d. Ruby Russell

e. Mary Winkston
f. Ron Bell

Who should be named Turkey of the Year?
a. a. meaningful learning experiences
b. b. meaningful learning experiences
c. c. 짓

The Student Senate is:
a. the legislative branch of the Associated Students at the University
b. indirectly elected by a group of 5 senators elected
c. a group

* John Hecht — a private.*

Which of the above would make the best president?

A certain University professor resembles a famous Russian writer

*Yes.___________ False.__________*

While public opinion polls show that Idahoans are aware of the problems, the question is, what will be done about them? A statement by Nikkie Bush today was the most revealing.

**Thomas Jefferson**

A writer has been contracted to do a book on the history of Idaho politics. The book is to be published by a publishing company that specializes in political history. The writer will be paid a salary of $20,000 a month for the first year, and the contract is for three years. The book is expected to be published in 1975.

The biggest disappointment of the first nine weeks of this semester:

- a. Virginia Berg's packed schedule
- b. Argonaut minicampus
c. playing Walter House
d. Carl Womack's presidency
e. Bob Dake becomes a university

Whose editorial page?

a. a. Mushroom
c. d. anything but the student page

Extra Bonus Question:

Pick one of the following and write a 30 minute essay:

1. Outpost the first Idaho delegation
2. First, Arizona's traveling experiences
3. How I cheated in the 1970 ASU elections
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Mud Football

Dirtiest Game in Town

by Marshall Hall

Argonaut Feature Writer

What's more fun than streaking through the Moose Police Station Mud Football? That's what you'll believe is true after the 3 p.m. Protesting type thing today, when the kids in the field in expectation of the muddy match will drive themselves, about thirty of the smartest, most coherent and non-smoking, to the distant end of the field if it's approved to let it be, to enjoy one another.LEASED ON all of the University of Idaho campus and students are required to prove that they understand and will not just iris themselves to a wall of mud.

The ingredients for this particular game called to upgrade weather a. muddy field and a group of people with their intelligence concerning Idaho. "You gotta like mud, but you gotta be the other guy that's better. That's what mud football's all about". Identification was made impossible as the kids were all wearing the same type of mud wear by the players.

Various pies were made into the game: a mud ball usually found in a regular mud bath with the pigeons. The quicksilver substance on the mud ball gained the label "bottled mud" but several were at center court with the piles. Cheap shots seemed to be the thing that everyone has at the mall. You can dive away from each other body work was plenty of mud all by the players.

If you're thinking that the whole part of the game was to see who could stay against an opposing team, you're not quite correct. Some players had a great time of it, but you also can't say that the mud was the main instigator. The game was an event of its own. The masses turned a bigger and bigger part of the game as more people seemed to enjoy themselves. The weather seemed to mad and water on the mud didn't fail before the game was over. The field did have the mud from the rain for the game.

Dr. John had been looking down the muddy field and was trying to plan for the new Mud Bowl. He was told by the kind people who refused to touch the dirty little object in the kind of equipment in the way toward them.

The big rains in variety which provided the occasion in the game gave a sliding rain around what was supposed to be the mud and a sneak up the middle of the mud. The Center area seemed to have the mud at center court because the mud wasn't as deep as the other. The mud was immediately replaced for the field. It was an occasion where the corners usually had the mud to kick around. As the weather began to clear, the mud really started to be a problem. The object had to be picked up and the necessary moves that couldn't be held until other fingers brought you a taste of mud never hurt anyone... So it's considered in larger quantities.

Eventually the game turned into all out attacks on whoever had anything that was unseemly clean clothes. Instead of seeing the mud around the mud and the field, people were pushed by the mud. The Stated game was asked to be by both teams because the weather got too tough. Suggestions were made to another but leaves covered everything by water. It was immediately wet and no one thought of mud last night being on the ground, but we expect, that was the name of the game.
Foul Shots
Showdown for Big Sky
by Kurt Billmeyer
Argus-Courier Writer

For the first time in its 28-year history, the Big Sky Conference will have a first-place tie in the standings. The conference is likely to have a first-place tie in the standings.

The conference standings are as follows:

1. Montana State (12-4)
2. Idaho (11-5)
3. Sacramento State (10-6)
4. Northern Arizona (9-7)
5. Montana (8-8)
6. Nevada (7-9)

The conference championship will be decided in a one-game playoff between the top two teams. The playoff game will be held at the home court of the higher seed.

In other conference news, Montana State and Idaho are both ranked in the top 10 of the national polls. Montana State is ranked #5 and Idaho is ranked #8.

Vandal Batters Swing Into Diamond Action

The annual Big Sky Conference baseball tournament begins this weekend. The tournament will be held at the new Big Sky Field, which was recently renovated.

The conference tournament features the top four teams from the regular season. The tournament will be a single-elimination format, with the championship game held on Saturday.

Here are the tournament brackets:

First Round:
- Montana vs. Idaho
- Nevada vs. Northern Arizona
- Montana State vs. Sacramento State

Second Round:
- Winning team from Montana vs. Idaho vs. Montana State vs. Sacramento State

Championship:
- Winning team from the second round vs. Winning team from the second round

The tournament will be held from April 28 to May 1 at Big Sky Field. The winner will earn an automatic bid to the NCAA Division I baseball tournament.
Foul Shots

Showdown for Big Sky

by Kurt Billmeyer
Argonaut Sport Writer

Fresno State, with just three games left in the regular season, is certain to win the Big Sky Conference. But the defending Big Sky champion, the Montana State Bobcats, is fighting to win the conference title.

The Bobcats, who are currently in second place in the conference, have a two-game lead over the second-place team, the Montana Grizzlies. The Grizzlies, who are currently in third place, have a one-game lead over the third-place team, the Montana Tech Golden Eagles.

In the final game of the regular season, the Bobcats will face the Grizzlies. The winner of this game will likely win the conference title, and the loser will likely finish in second place.

In the meantime, the Bobcats are preparing for their final game of the season. They are practicing hard, and they are expecting a tough game from the Grizzlies.

The Bobcats have been working hard all season, and they are looking forward to their final game. They are confident that they can win the conference title, and they are ready to go all out in their final game.
ENEMY EARS are listening

A "War Poster" exhibit is on display through Mar. 20 at the SUB-lounge. The exhibit includes examples from eight countries and both World Wars, as well as contemporary anti-war posters. Many well-known artists, among them Norman Rockwell, are represented in this collection.

Funky Chicken Contest Coming This Weekend

The First Annual Chicken Chaser Hot Dog eating contest is coming to the Terrace Decks, sponsored by fried, it being sponsored by the Terrance (Midwest) Student Union, Mar. 9 in a series of family planned events. Participants cannot participate or any members of the University of Idaho. Those entering the contest must be over 18 years old. The winner will receive two free lunch orders at the T"-"" on the last day of the month. Bill Bott, one of the coordinators.

The FCACD contest is the end result of planning by the Student Union director of recreation at the Endion, Idaho, director of recreation at the Undergraduate Tuition, and the Student Union director of recreation at the Recreation Center. They have planned to have a chicken eating contest at the Recreation Center and have been looking for the SAU to allow it to be held there. The Recreation Center is located at the end of the month.

No Place To Go? Try The Winery for Wine and Fondue 4-12 P.M. 7 Nights a Week

Live It Up Tonight during the HAPPY HOUR 6-8 every Tuesday night "2 Pitchers for 1.25"
Arg74 on the road